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Abstract

De ning hoi e sets is ne essary when modeling route hoi e behavior using random utility models. Sin e the number of paths between a given origin-destination pair may be intra table, path enumeration algorithms are used for this purpose.
In this paper, we present a new point of view on hoi e set generation. In ontrast to existing approa hes, we hypothesize that all paths
onne ting the origin to the destination belong to the \true" hoi e
set. In this ontext, we view sto hasti path enumeration algorithms
as importan e sampling of alternatives. For this type of sampling
proto ol it is ne essary to orre t the path utilities in order to obtain
unbiased parameter estimates. We propose a sto hasti path enumeration algorithm that makes the de nition of su h sampling orre tion
possible. Some preliminary numeri al results are presented.
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Introduction

Path enumeration algorithms play an important role in route hoi e modeling with random utility models sin e hoi e sets are in general unobservable.
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Due to the often very large number of paths, estimating a model based on
all elementary paths onne ting a given origin-destination (OD) pair may
not be possible. It is therefore ne essary to enumerate a limited set of
paths.
Re ently, several resear hes have turned their attention to hoi e set
generation and its e e ts on route hoi e model estimation results (e.g.
Bekhor and Prato, 2006, Bekhor et al., 2006 and van Nes et al., 2006).
Various heuristi s have been proposed in the literature with the obje tive
to generate the set of paths a traveler a tually onsiders. This set should
in lude all attra tive paths but no unreasonable paths. The modeler denes attra tiveness and reasonableness based on observed route hoi es and
personal judgment.
In this paper we present a new point of view on path enumeration for
route hoi e modeling. In ontrast to existing literature, we hypothesize
that the true hoi e set for a given OD pair is the universal one. That is,
the set of all feasible paths. The obje tive of the hoi e set generation is
to de ne hoi e sets su h that the model estimation and predi tion results
are unbiased. For this purpose we onsider sto hasti path enumeration
algorithms as importan e sampling approa hes. In order to obtain unbiased results, it is ne essary to orre t for this type of sampling proto ol
when estimating and applying route hoi e models. We propose a general sto hasti hoi e set generation approa h and a spe i algorithm that
allows the omputation of sampling orre tion.
In the following se tion we present a review of existing hoi e set generation approa hes and in Se tion 3 an overview of sampling of alternatives. In
parti ular, we derive the orre tion for the sampling proto ol orresponding to the proposed algorithm (des ribed in Se tion 4). We give some
preliminary numeri al results in Se tion 5 before presenting on lusions
and dis ussing topi s for future work.

2

Choice Set Generation Approaches

For a given OD pair the number feasible paths (in luding paths with y les)
is unbounded. It is therefore always ne essary to onstrain route hoi e
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Figure 1: Illustration of path sets for a given OD pair
models to a limited number of alternatives. We illustrate in Figure 1 the
di erent sets of paths for a given OD pair. In general only the set of
elementary paths UE is onsidered whi h is a subset of the unbounded
universal set U . The number of elementary paths is tra table but in real
networks it is often too large to be enumerated. Existing path enumeration
algorithms for route hoi e modeling generates a subset of elementary paths
here denoted ME. The approa h proposed in this paper produ es a subset
M that may ontain paths with y les.
Choi e sets an be de ned based on enumerated paths in two ways.
Either, a deterministi way in luding all enumerated paths. Or, in a
probabilisti way using the two-stage hoi e model proposed by Manski
(1977) (see also Swait and Ben-Akiva, 1987, Ben-Akiva and Bo ara, 1995,
Morikawa, 1996 and Cas etta and Papola, 2001). This paper fo uses on
path enumeration and for the sake of simpli ity we de ne hoi e sets deterministi ally.
Many heuristi s for enumerating paths have been proposed in the literature. These an be divided into deterministi and sto hasti approa hes.
The rst ategory refers to algorithms always generating the same set of
paths for a given OD pair. Examples of su h approa hes are link elimination
(Azevedo et al., 1993), onstrained k-shortest paths (e.g. van der Zijpp and
Catalano, 2005), bran h-and-bound (Friedri h et al., 2001, HoogendoornLanser, 2005 and Prato and Bekhor, 2006), labeled paths (Ben-Akiva et al.,
3

1984) and link penalty (de la Barra et al., 1993).
Two sto hasti approa hes have been proposed in the literature. Ramming (2001) used a simulation method that produ es alternative paths
by drawing link impedan es from di erent probability distributions. The
shortest path a ording to the randomly distributed impedan e is alulated and introdu ed in the hoi e set. Re ently, Bovy and FiorenzoCatalano (2006) proposed the so- alled doubly sto hasti hoi e set generation approa h. Paths are enumerated by repeatedly omputing shortest
paths where the generalized ost fun tion has both random parameters
and random attributes. The algorithm has been applied to a multi-modal
network.

3

Importance Sampling

The multinomial logit (MNL) model an be onsistently estimated on a
subset of alternatives. The probability that an individual n hooses an
alternative i is then onditional on the hoi e set Cn de ned by the modeler.
This onditional probability is
eVin +ln q(Cn |i)
P(i|Cn) = X
eVjn +ln q(Cn |j)

(1)

j∈Cn

and in ludes an alternative spe i term, ln q(Cn|j), orre ting for sampling bias. This orre tion term is based on the probability of sampling Cn
given that j is the hosen alternative, q(Cn|j). See for example Ben-Akiva
and Lerman (1985) or Train (2003) for detailed dis ussions on sampling of
alternatives.
If all alternatives have equal sele tion probabilities, the estimation on
the subset is done in the same way as the estimation on the full set of alternatives. Namely, q(Cn|i) is then equal to q(Cn|j) (uniform onditioning
property, M Fadden, 1978) and the orre tion for sampling bias an els out
in Equation (1). This simple random sampling proto ol is however diÆ ult
to use in a path enumeration ontext. First of all, we are unaware of any
4

algorithm generating paths with equal probabilities without rst enumerating the full set of paths. Se ond, due to the large (possibly intra table)
number of paths, a simple random sample is likely to ontain many alternatives that a traveler would never onsider. Comparing the hosen path to a
set of highly unattra tive alternatives would not provide mu h information
on the traveler's route hoi e.
Importan e sampling is a more eÆ ient s heme for path enumeration
sin e it takes expe ted hoi e probabilities into a ount. Paths whi h are
expe ted to have high hoi e probabilities have higher sampling probabilities than paths with lower expe ted hoi e probabilities. However, for
this type of sampling proto ol the orre tion terms in Equation (1) do not
an el out and q(Cn|j) ∀ j ∈ Cn must be de ned. Note that if alternative spe i
onstants are estimated, all parameter estimates ex ept the
onstants would be unbiased even if the orre tion is not in luded in the
utilities. In a route hoi e ontext it is in general not possible to estimate
alternative spe i
onstants and the orre tion for sampling is therefore
essential.
We de ne a sampling proto ol in the ontext of path enumeration as
follows: a set Cen is generated by drawing R paths with repla ement from
the universal set of paths U and adding the hosen path to it (|Cen| = R + 1).
P
Ea h path j ∈ U has sampling probability q(j) and j∈U q(j) ≈ 1. This
approximation of the sum is based on the assumption that paths with y les
have very small probabilities.
The out ome of this proto ol isP(ek1, ek2, . . . , ekJ) where ekj is the number
of times alternative j was drawn ( j∈U ekj = R).
Following Ben-Akiva (1993) we derive the formulation of q(Cn|j) for
this sampling proto ol. The probability of an out ome is given by the
multinomial distribution
P(e
k1, e
k2, . . . , e
kJ) = Q

R!

e
j∈U kj!

Y

e

q(j)kj .

(2)

j∈U

The number of times alternative j appears in Cen is kj = ekj + δjc, where c
denotes the index of the hosen alternative and δjc equals one if j = c and
zero otherwise. Let Cn be the set ontaining all alternatives orresponding
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to the R draws (Cn = {j ∈ U | kj > 0}). The size of Cn ranges from one to
R + 1; |Cn| = 1 if only dupli ates of the hosen alternative were drawn and
|Cn| = R+1 if the hosen alternative was not drawn nor were any dupli ates.
Using Equation (2), the probability of drawing Cen given the hosen
alternative i an be de ned as
q(Cen|i) =

R!
(ki − 1)!

Y

q(i)ki −1
kj!

Y

q(j)kj = KCn

j∈Cn
j6=i

j∈Cn
j6=i

ki
q(i)

(3)

Q

where KCn = Q j∈CR! kj ! j∈Cn q(j)kj . We an now de ne the probability that
n
an individual hooses alternative i given the set of draws Cen as
”
“
ki
Vin +ln q(i)

e
P(i|Cen) = X

e

“ k ”,
j
Vjn +ln q(j)

(4)

j∈Cn

where KCn in Equation 3 an els out sin e it is onstant for all alternatives
in Cn.
In the following se tion we rst present a general sto hasti path enumeration approa h that an be ombined with various algorithms. Se ond
we propose a biased random walk algorithm that allows for straightforward
omputation of path sele tion probabilities.

4

A Stochastic Path Enumeration Approach

This general sto hasti approa h for enumerating paths is based on the
on ept of subpaths where a subpath is a sequen e of links. We de ne the
probability of a subpath based on its distan e to the shortest path. More
pre isely, its probability is de ned by the double bounded Kumaraswamy
distribution (Kumaraswamy, 1980) whose umulative distribution fun tion
is F(xs|a, b) = 1 − (1 − xsa)b for xs ∈ [0, 1]. a and b are shape parameters
and for a given subpath s with sour e node v and sink node w, xs is de ned
as
xs =

SP(o, d)
,
SP(o, w) + C(s) + SP(w, d)
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Figure 2: Kumaraswamy distribution - umulative distribution fun tion
where C(s) is the ost of s, o the origin, d the destination and SP(v1, v2)
is the ost of the shortest path between nodes v1 and v2. Any generalized
ost an be used in this ontext. Note that xs equals one if subpath s is
on the shortest path and xs → 0 as Cs → ∞. In Figure 2 we show the
umulative distribution fun tion for di erent values of a when b = 1. The
probabilities assigned to the subpaths an be ontrolled by the de nition
of the distribution parameters. High values of a when b = 1 yield low
probabilities for subpaths with high ost. Low values of a have the opposite
e e t.
This is a exible approa h that an be used in various path enumeration
algorithms in luding those presented in the literature. For example, in an
algorithm similar to the link elimination approa h but where the hoi e of
subpaths (or links) to be eliminated is sto hasti . Another example is a
gateway algorithm, where a subpath is sele ted anywhere in the network,
using the probability distribution des ribed above. A generated path is
omposed of three segments: the shortest path from the origin to the sour e
node of the subpath, the subpath itself, and the shortest path from the sink
7

node of the subpath to the destination. This gateway algorithm was used
by Bierlaire et al. (2006) (see also Vrti et al., 2006) for modeling long
distan e route hoi e behavior in Switzerland.
In this paper, we use a biased random walk algorithm that is des ribed
in the following se tion.

4.1

Biased Random Walk Algorithm

Starting from the origin, this algorithm sele ts a link using the probability
distribution des ribed previously. Another link starting at the sink node
of the rst one is then sele ted and this pro ess is applied until the destination is rea hed and a omplete path has been generated. The algorithm
biases the random walk towards the shortest path in a way ontrolled by
the parameters of the distribution. If a uniform distribution (spe ial ase
of Kumaraswamy distribution with a = 0 and b = 1) is used then the algorithm orresponds to a simple random walk. Note however that a simple
random walk does not generate a simple random sample of paths.
This algorithm has some ni e properties that are important for an importan e sampling approa h. First, the path sele tion probabilities an be
omputed. The probability q(j) of generating a path j is the probability of
sele ting the ordered sequen e of links Γj
q(j) =

Y

q(ℓ|Ev, a, b)

(5)

ℓ∈Γj

where ℓ denotes a link, v its sour e node and Ev the set of outgoing links
from v. In a ordan e with the approa h presented previously q(ℓ|Ev, a, b)
is de ned by the Kumaraswamy distribution using
xℓ =

SP(v, d)
.
C(ℓ) + SP(w, d)

A se ond property of this algorithm is that any path in U an potentially
be generated, in luding paths with y les.
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5

Preliminary Numerical Results

In order to evaluate the e e ts of sampling orre tion we estimate models
on syntheti data from two toy networks. Paths in the rst network an
have no overlap nor y les. The se ond network is more omplex and
observations are generated using a probit model.

5.1

Network with Non-correlated Elementary Paths

Consider a network omposed of 40 oriented links onne ting two nodes
(origin and destination). The universal hoi e set in ludes onsequently 40
non orrelated elementary paths. The links have di erent lengths (L) and
some have a speed bump (SB). We asso iate a utility Uj = βL Lj+βSB SBj+εj
with ea h path j, where βL = −0.6, βSB = −0.3 and εj is distributed
Gumbel (lo ation parameter set to 0 and s ale to 1). 500 observations have
been generated by asso iating a hoi e with the highest utility for ea h set
of draws of εj ∀ j ∈ U . The true model is hen e MNL for this example.
We generate a set of paths for ea h observation using the biased random
walk algorithm. The generalized ost fun tion is the sum of length and
number of speed bumps. Moreover, we make 40 draws using distribution
parameters a = 2 and b = 1 whi h results in hoi e sets with 11.9 paths
on average (maximum 18 and minimum 7).
The estimation results are reported in Table 1. We provide s aled oeÆ ient estimates where the length oeÆ ient has been normalized to its
b L = βL = −0.6. The s aled speed bump oeÆ ient is signi true value, β
antly di erent from its true value −0.3 (t-test statisti 3.67) in the model
without orre tion but this is not the ase for the model with orre tion.
This example on rms the theory on sampling of alternatives for path enumeration. Namely, a orre tion is ne essary in order to obtain unbiased
estimation results.

5.2

Network with Correlated Paths

The network is shown in Figure 3 where the origin and destination nodes
are marked \O" and \D" respe tively. All links have the length of one,
9

MNL
MNL
Sampling orre tion without
with
bL
β
-0.203
-0.286
S aled estimate
-0.600
-0.600
Robust std.
0.0193
0.019
Robust t-test
-10.53
-15.01
b
-0.0194
-0.143
βSB
S aled estimate
-0.0573
-0.300
Robust std.
0.0662
0.0661
Robust t-test
-0.29
-2.17
Null log-likelihood -1069.453 -1633.501
Final log-likelihood
-788.42
-759.848
2
Adjusted ρ
0.261
0.288
BIOGEME (Bierlaire, 2005, Bierlaire, 2003)
has been used for all model estimations.
Table 1: Estimation Results for MNL Example
ex ept the link in the upper left orner whi h has length three and the one
in the lower right orner whi h has length two. Moreover, the links marked
with SB have a speed bump. The network ontains y les, non elementary
paths an therefore be enumerated with the biased random walk algorithm.
Path utilities are assumed√to be link-additive and the utility for a link
ℓ is Uℓ = βL Lℓ + βSB SBℓ + σ Lℓνℓ with βL = −0.6 and βSB = −0.4. νℓ
is distributed standard normal and the varian e is assumed proportional
to link length with a parameter σ xed to 0.8. In this ase, observations
an be generated a ording to a probit model (Burrell, 1968) by repeatedly
omputing the shortest path (minimizing −Ua) for ea h realization of the
link utilities. Note that negative y les are possible sin e Uℓ an be positive.
The shortest path algorithm annot onverge in the presen e of negative
y les and these realizations of the link utilities are therefore ignored. 382
observations were generated using 500 realizations of the network.
We de ne a hoi e set for ea h observation in the same way as for the
previous example but using 30 draws. The size of the hoi e sets ranges
10
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Figure 3: Example Network
from 7 to 19 paths with an average of 13.5 paths.
We estimate MNL and path size logit (PSL) models (Ben-Akiva and
Ramming, 1998, Ben-Akiva and Bierlaire, 2003, Frejinger and Bierlaire,
2007) with and without sampling orre tion. The results are reported in
b SB is signi antly di erent from the true value (−0.4)
Table 2. The s aled β
for both MNL models (t-test statisti of 6.18 and 6.28 respe tively). A possible explanation is that the orrelation is ignored in the MNL whi h biases
b SB is not signi antly di erent
the results. On the ontrary, the s aled β
from its true value for both PSL models. It seems that the path size term
orre ts for both sampling and orrelation in this ase. It is interesting to
ompare the standard deviation of the oeÆ ient estimates between the two
models. The estimates in the model with orre tion have smaller standard
deviation. This supports the argument that the sampling bias is absorbed
by the oeÆ ients even thought this it does not signi antly hange the
b L is not signi antly di erent
results for this example. Finally, note that β
from −0.6 for the models without orre tion. This is a oin iden e sin e
the s ales of logit and probit models are di erent.
It is diÆ ult to isolate the e e ts of sampling orre tion on the estimation results in the presen e of orrelation among alternatives. The reason is
that we annot estimate a model, su h as probit, that is exible enough to
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apture the full orrelation stru ture. The results are therefore ne essarily
biased sin e the PSL model approximates a nested logit model.
MNL
Sampling orre tion without
bL
β
-0.627
S aled estimate
-0.600
Robust std.
0.0397
Robust t-test
-15.79
b
βSB
-0.0822
S aled estimate
-0.0787
Robust std.
0.052
Robust t-test
-1.58

MNL
with
-0.978
-0.600
0.032
-30.57
-0.0801
-0.0491
0.0559
-1.43

PSL
PSL
without
with
-0.619
-0.969
-0.600
-0.600
0.0407
0.0358
-15.22
-27.04
-0.347
-0.461
-0.336
-0.285
0.182
0.158
-1.90
-2.92
b
βPS
1.17
1.74
S aled estimate
1.13
1.08
Robust std.
0.788
0.705
Robust t-test
1.49
2.47
Null log-likelihood
-988.63 -2769.959 -988.63 -2769.959
Final log-likelihood -676.111 -653.396 -674.481 -649.268
Adjusted ρ2
0.314
0.337
0.315
0.340
BIOGEME (Bierlaire, 2005, Bierlaire, 2003) has been used for
all model estimations.
Table 2: Estimation Results for Example with Correlated Paths
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Conclusions and Future Work

De ning hoi e sets is ne essary for modeling route hoi e behavior with
random utility models. In this paper we propose a new point of view on
path enumeration. In ontrast to existing literature, we hypothesize that all
paths belong to the true hoi e set and view sto hasti path generation as
an importan e sampling approa h. In order to obtain unbiased parameter
estimates it is ne essary to orre t path utilities for sampling bias.
12

We propose a sto hasti path enumeration algorithm that allows the
omputation of path sele tion probabilities and sampling orre tion. Preliminary numeri al results on two small networks are presented. This is
ongoing resear h and several issues and questions remain to be investigated.
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